HOW TO PLAY BOTTLE BASH FRISBEE GAME

GAME SET UP
Beginner Distance : 20 ft apart
Professional Distance : 40 ft apart

OFFENSE
Team A
Boundary Line

DEFENSE
Team B
Boundary Line

HOW TO PLAY
First team to get **21 points** win!

Playing Bottle Bash is easy once you get the hang of it. To play just space the poles out somewhere between 20 and 40 feet depending on your frisbee tossing skills. Teammates are on opposite sides and one person tosses the frisbee while the other watches. To score points in Bottle Bash, you must knock the bottle off the pole. To do this you can either hit it directly or you can hit the pole. Either way is fine, but in order to score the points the bottle must hit the ground without the other teams player catching it. You can also score 1 point if your frisbee hits the ground behind the pole before the other teams player catches it.

Only the team tossing the frisbee can score points and the maximum points per toss is 3. No time for standing around in this game. The first team to 21 points is the winner and you have to win by 2 points.

+ Knock the bottle off of the pole
+ You can hit the pole or the go for the bottle directly.

+2 points
if the bottle hits the ground.

+1 point
if the frisbee hits the ground.

* Only the throwing team gets the point. The defense team can block any points by catching the bottle and/or the frisbee.